
 

PVRs and video stars!

In the online world ad blockers are throttling marketers' ability to get banner ads in front of digital audiences - and curtailing
media owners' ability to monetise their audiences. The same is true in the pay TV world where personal video recorders
(PVRs) are increasingly used by viewers to avoid watching advertising messages. Brandon de Kock, WhyFive's director of
storytelling, argues that knowing who is blocking what ad messages is crucial for reaching the right people and avoiding
wastage.

When you talk about affluent South Africans, typically living in
households earning R10K or more a month, BrandMapp shows that 72%
of them subscribe to DStv. That’s a pretty compelling argument for media
spend aimed at a group who is responsible for the vast majority of
consumer spend in the country. And the power of the paid channel
becomes increasingly evident when you consider that the next most-
watched stations after DStv are e.tv at 22% and SABC3 at 21%. But ever
since the arrival of the PVR in 2008, the elephant in the room for cynics
considering the real value of the estimated 5.5 million subscribers in SA
has been a simple question: is anyone actually watching the ads on DStv
anymore?

The data shows that 50% of the total sample own PVRs. Of these, only 24% say they ‘never’ or ‘hardly ever’ use their PVR
to avoid watching ads and a further 24% say they ‘sometimes’ do. Which leaves 26% who say they ‘often’ avoid ads – and
a staggering 26% who say they ‘always’ do.

Whichever way you look at it, that’s a lot of viewing on demand, together with pausing and fast-forwarding when necessary.
And as with any advertising, the trick is to have a good view of who you are reaching and who you are missing; both in
terms of who is exposed to the content, and who is just turning the proverbial page when your ad appears.

Imagine a BrandMapp profile of your customers seen through this kind of filter – and how it would help you make critical
decisions about your precious ad spend in what is undoubtedly going to be a challenging year ahead.

A Brandmapp Brand Profile offers in in-depth view of your customers and your competitor's customers - across more than
250 measures including media use and PVR use!

Contact Stuart Lowe at az.oc.evifyhw@trauts  to hear more about BrandMapp and order your Brand Profile.
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BrandMapp

BrandMapp is a unique South African dataset that uses a mega-sample of more than 30 000 respondents
to profile the 12 million adults who live in mid to top-income households earning in excess of R10 000 per
month. Now in its eighth year, the BrandMapp survey is a bespoke, independent survey that powers the
WhyFive consumer insights consultancy.
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